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Optically field-ionized He plasmas

A. Egbert, D. M. Simanovskii,* B. N. Chichkov,† and B. Wellegehausen
Institut für Quantenoptik, Universita¨t Hannover Welfengarten 1, D-30167 Hannover, Germany

~Received 21 January 1998!

Time resolved XUV radiation of He plasmas produced by optical field ionization in an intense laser field is
studied. Fast and slow line emission components generated due to different pumping mechanisms are observed.
It is shown that the intensities of these components can be manipulated by varying the laser frequency and
polarization. Amplification on the 3-2 transition (l5164 nm! of He II ions is demonstrated.
@S1063-651X~98!12606-5#

PACS number~s!: 52.50.Jm, 52.25.2b, 42.55.Lt, 42.55.Vc
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I. INTRODUCTION

With ultrashort pulse laser systems a strongly nonequi
rium plasma can be produced by optical field ionizati
~OFI! of a gaseous medium in an intense laser field. T
stage of ionization and the electron temperature of this O
plasma can be controlled by the parameters of the la
pulse, which allows one to create favorable conditions
the realization of soft-x-ray lasers. In fact, first success
demonstrations of amplification and soft-x-ray lasing in O
plasmas have already been reported@1–6#.

Since the interest directed towards producing cohere
rays from OFI plasmas continues to grow, detailed exp
mental investigations of these plasmas are important. For
goal spectroscopic methods are usually applied. Taking
account the transient nature of OFI plasmas, it is desirabl
make measurements with temporal resolution. Up to now
most experiments only time-integrated spectra have been
corded. Theoretical interpretations of these spectra neg
ing the transient nature of OFI plasmas remain uncert
There are only a few examples where time-resolved m
surements of OFI plasma radiation have been performed@7–
9#. In @7# the 13.5 nm Lyman-a emission of a lithium plasma
has been studied. A 20 ps delay of the Lyman-a line with
respect to the pump pulse and a 20 ps pulse width have
observed. In@8# the time-dependent electron velocity dist
bution in tunnel ionized He plasmas has been investigate
has been found that the HeII Lyman-a line dominates the
spectrum at times later than 400 ps after the laser pulse
@9# the emission of helium and nitrogen plasmas has b
studied in a temporal window of about 3 ns duration. It h
been observed that the HeII Lyman-a emission has an initia
spike followed later by a slow revival of radiation, which
confirmed by our observations.

In this paper we present results of time-resolved spec
scopic investigations of optically field-ionized He plasmas
a very broad temporal window of 500 ns. We observe f
and slow line emission components in the Lyman a
Balmer series of HeII ions and show how the intensities o
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these components can be manipulated. We provide expl
tions of our results and demonstrate amplification on
Balmer-a transition (l5164 nm!. In Sec. II, a general dis-
cussion of OFI plasmas is given. In Sec. III, the experimen
setup is described. In Sec. IV, experimental results and n
essary explanations are given.

II. PARAMETERS OF OFI PLASMAS

It is well known that in an intense laser field ionizatio
occurs in the tunneling regime when the conditiong
5(Ei /2Up)1/2,1 is fulfilled. Hereg is the Keldysh param-
eter@10#, Ei andUp59.33310214Il2 are the ionization and
ponderomotive potentials~in eV!, I ~in W/cm2) and l ~in
mm) are the laser intensity and wavelength. The requi
laser intensityI Z for producing an ion with the chargeZ ~the
so-called appearance intensity! is well predicted by the
barrier-suppression model@11#, I Z54.03109Ei

4/Z2 W/cm2.
The reason this simple model works so well is discussed
the Appendix. The Keldysh parameter calculated at the
pearance intensity,g5gZ , and the condition for tunnel ion
ization can be written as

gZ58Zv~R/Ei
3!1/250.73~Z/l!~R/Ei !

3/2,1, ~1!

whereR513.6 eV,v51.24/l is the laser frequency~in eV!,
and l is in mm. For He the appearance intensities areI 1
.1.531015 W/cm2 (He→He1) and I 2.931015 W/cm2

(He1→He21).
The electron distribution function after tunnel ionizatio

(XZ21→XZ) in a linearly polarized laser field is given b
~see @4,12,13# for details! f (p)d3p5 f (pi) f (p')dpid

2p' ,
where

f ~pi!5~2pmTZi!
21/2expS 2

pi
2

2mTZi
D ,

~2!

f ~p'!5~2pmTZ'!21expS 2
p'

2

2mTZ'
D

are the one-dimensional and the two-dimensional Maxw
ian distributions in directionsi and' to the laser field. The
corresponding electron temperatures~in eV! are

y,

ky
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57 7139OPTICALLY FIELD-IONIZED He PLASMAS
TZi5
3v

2g3
, TZ'5

v

2g
. ~3!

It is natural @4# to estimate these temperatures at the
appearance intensity. In this case we obtain

TZi5
3v

2gZ
3

54.8~Ei /R!9/2l2/Z3,

~4!

TZ'5
v

2gZ
50.85~Ei /R!3/2/Z.

These estimates are very reliable and have the same acc
as the ion appearance intensity~see Appendix!. For He and
l50.8 mm Eqs. ~4! give T1,2i544 and 197 eV andT1,2'
52 and 3.4 eV. For the second harmonic,l50.4 mm,
T1,2i511 and 49 eV andT1,2' are the same.

Below we are interested in the average electron temp
ture T, which characterizes the OFI plasmas after relaxat
~due to electron-electron collisions! of the temperature an
isotropy,

T5
1

3Z (
i 51

Z

~Ti i12Ti'!.
1

Z (
i 51

Z
v

2g i
3

51.6~l2/Z!(
i 51

Z

~Ei /R!9/2/ i 3. ~5!

Here we take into account thatTi@T' is usually fulfilled.
For the above example, He andl50.8 mm, T.40 eV is
obtained. This electron temperature is in a very good ag
ment with experimental data@14# and calculations@15#. For
the second harmonicT.10 eV.

After tunnel ionization in a circularly polarized laser fie
with intensityI c the average energy of released electronsEav

is determined by@16# Eav5Up
c59.33310214I cl2. Using I Z

c

.63109Ei
4/Z2 for the ion appearance intensity~see Appen-

dix! andT52Eav/3 for the average electron temperature,
obtain

T5
1

Z (
i 51

Z

Ti512.8~l2/Z!(
i 51

Z

~Ei /R!4/ i 2. ~6!

For He and l50.8 mm, T1587 eV, T25524 eV, and
T5306 eV, in good agreement with experimental data@17#.

In Eqs.~5! and~6! the spatial variation of the laser inten
sity is neglected, i.e., it is assumed that the laser intensit
constant in the focal plane. In general, one should take
account volume effects. For a Gaussian laser beam tig
focused into a center of a gaseous medium with a lengthL,
the volumeVi , where each atom losesi or more electrons, is
given by @11#

Vi5pw0
2zRH 4ci

3
1

2ci
3

9
2

4

3
arctan~ci !J , ~7!

wherew0 is the radius of the focused beam,zR is the Ray-
leigh length,I 0 is the peak intensity,ci5(I 0 /I i21)1/2, andI i
is the corresponding ion appearance intensity. This exp
n
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sion is valid whenL>zRci is fulfilled. In the opposite case
L,zRci , which is not considered in@11#, the volumeVi ,
where the peak laser intensity exceedsI i , is

Vi5pw0
2LH ~11L2/3zR

2 !lnS I 0 /I i

11L2/zR
2 D

1
4

3F12
zR

L
arctan~L/zR!G1

2L2

9zR
2 J . ~8!

In the weak focusing limitL!zR , Eq. ~8! reduces to the
expressionVi5pw0

2L ln(I0 /Ii), which can be easily obtaine
without integration.

Taking into account volume effects, the average elect
temperature can be written as

T5
( iViTi

( iVi
, ~9!

whereVi are given by Eqs.~7! and~8!, Ti is given by Eq.~6!
for the circular polarization, andTi5v/2g i

3 for the linear
polarization. This temperature is usually lower than is giv
by Eqs.~5! and~6!. Under our experimental conditions, vo
ume effects are more important for the circular polarizat
~due to higher ion appearance intensities!. In this case, the
average electron temperature will be reduced to;150 eV.
Concluding this section we emphasize that the OFI elect
temperatures can be estimated with a very good accu
without computer simulations.

III. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

Two experimental setups that have been used for inve
gations of optically field-ionized~OFI! He plasmas are
shown in Fig. 1. The plasma is produced by focusing of 1
fs Ti:sapphire laser pulses~BMI model Alpha 10A! into He
gas jets. Linearly or circularly polarized laser pulses at 8
nm and at the second harmonic~400 nm! with the energy of
100 mJ or 60 mJ are used.

He gas is injected into the vacuum chamber (1025 Torr!
by a pulsed nozzle~General Valve Corporation, model Iot
One!, with an opening time of about 1 ms. The experime
are performed at backing pressures of 0.1–1.5 bar, wh
correspond to particle densities of 1017–1018 cm23 in the
interaction region.

For investigations of temporal dynamics of He OFI pla
mas a single jet nozzle with an output diameter of 0.3 mm
used. In this case@see Fig. 1~a!# the plasma emission is ob
served at a small angle to the direction of the laser be
This is necessary to protect our registration system from
rect laser radiation. Time-resolved XUV spectra are obtain
with a grating monochromator~Jobin Yvon, LHT 30, 550
lines/mm gold grating, angle of incidence 19o) equipped
with a fast microchannel plate~MCP! detector having a 1 ns
temporal resolution. The signals are recorded by a digitiz
oscilloscope ~Tektronix, model TDS 620B, 2.5
gigasamples/s, 500 MHz! and averaged over 100 laser sho
Due to the small plasma size and large distances betwee
He II spectral lines, it is possible to operate the XUV mon
chromator without an entrance slit. The monochromato
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7140 57EGBERT, SIMANOVSKII, CHICHKOV, AND WELLEGEHAUSEN
adjusted so that the OFI plasma is produced at a dista
from the grating corresponding to the position of the e
trance slit@see Fig. 1~a!#. This setup provides high illumina
tion strength and allows one to investigate the spatial dis
bution of the plasma emission at a certain wavelength
rotating the grating.

To study a possibility of amplification on the Balmer-a
transition (l5164 nm! the experimental arrangement show

FIG. 1. Experimental setups used for time-resolved invest
tions of He plasmas~a! and for investigations of amplification o
the Balmer-a transition~b!.
ce
-

i-
y

in Fig. 1~b! is used. In this case the nozzle has six outp
holes with a diameter of 0.3 mm. The distance between
hole centers is 0.5 mm. A certain number of these holes
be opened and closed by a mechanical shutter that provid
possibility for a variation of the plasma length. In these e
periments a focusing lens withf 51200 cm is used to pro
duce a 4 mmlong homogeneous plasma column. In front
the focusing lens a narrow central part of the laser beam
blocked to protect our monochromator from the direct la
radiation. A shadow produced by this 2 mm beam blo
allows one to reduce the laser intensity on the entrance
by two orders of magnitude. The signals at 164 nm are
tected by a VUV photomultiplier with a CsI photocathod
and recorded by a digitizing oscilloscope.

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

In this section results of experimental investigations of
OFI plasmas are discussed. For a reference, a typical t
integrated spectrum of a HeII OFI plasma is shown in Fig. 2
This spectrum is recorded in the direction of the laser be
with a single shot grazing incidence spectrometer~McPher-
son, model 248/310-G! with MCP intensifier and charge
coupled device array as a detector.

Time-resolved investigations of HeII OFI plasma radia-
tion are performed with the experimental setup shown in F
1~a!. The plasma is produced by focusing of 150 fs Ti:sa
phire laser pulses with an energy of 60 mJ into He gas jet
backing pressures of 100–500 mbar. The estimated inten
in the focus,I 0.231016 W/cm2, is high enough to com-
pletely strip the He atoms.

Typical oscillograms of the HeII Lyman-a and Lyman-b
line emission are shown in Fig. 3. Fast and slow line em
sion components can be clearly seen. The time duration

-

FIG. 2. Typical time-integrated spectrum of a HeII OFI plasma.
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57 7141OPTICALLY FIELD-IONIZED He PLASMAS
the fast component is below the 1 ns resolution limit of o
detector and has not been resolved. The slow compo
reaches its maximum value after a 30 ns delay with resp
to the laser pulse. During this time a considerable expan

FIG. 4. Spatial distribution of the Lyman-b line emission at 300
mbar backing pressure.

FIG. 3. Time-resolved HeII Lyman-a ~a! and Lyman-b ~b! line
emission.
r
nt
ct
n

and cooling of the OFI plasma occurs. Therefore, it is r
sonable to assume that the slow component originates du
three-body recombination. The recombination signals
both lines are comparable. The fast component signal for
Lyman-b line is much weaker than the corresponding sig
for the Lyman-a line. For the Lyman-g line the fast compo-
nent signal reduces further and follows then25 scaling law
with the main quantum number. This behavior can be
plained by electron impact excitation from the ground st
of He1 ions, which are produced at the outer region of t
OFI plasma channel. A small fraction of the He1 ions can
also be left in the region where He21 ions are generated. A
self-termination of the fast component signal with time c
be explained by the electron impact ionization of He1 ions
after the laser pulse (He1→0) and/or by the reduction of the
number of hot electrons due to the relaxation of the elect
temperature anisotropy (ehot

2 →0).
The spatial distribution of the Lyman-b line emission is

illustrated in Fig. 4. This distribution is obtained with th
XUV monochromator operating without an entrance slit@see
Fig. 1~a!# by rotating the grating. Our setup allows one to g
a resolution of 200mm. Due to the time delay between th
slow and fast components the maximum of the recombi
tion signal is spatially shifted with respect to the laser be
axis. The value of this shift is determined by the gas
expansion velocity.

Parameters of the fast~excitation! and slow~recombina-
tion! components depend on the laser polarization and wa
length. In Fig. 5 the temporal evolution of the HeII Lyman-

FIG. 5. Time-resolved radiation of the HeII Lyman-a line from
OFI plasmas produced by circularly~a! and linearly~b! polarized
laser pulses, and by second harmonic radiation~c!.
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7142 57EGBERT, SIMANOVSKII, CHICHKOV, AND WELLEGEHAUSEN
a line is demonstrated for circularly and linearly polariz
laser pulses, and for the second harmonic~linear polariza-
tion!. As can be seen, the fast component signal is the st
gest for the circular polarization. In this case the OFI el
trons are very hot and collisional excitation is effective. T
self-termination of the fast component signal occurs due
the ionization of He1 ions. For the second harmonic the fa
component signal is weak. The sufficiently hot electrons~for
collisional excitation of He1 ions! exist only when the OFI
electron distribution remains anisotropic, i.e., during the ti
interval t<tee, where tee is the electron thermalization
time. In this case the self-termination of the fast compon
is explained byehot

2 →0.
As can be seen in Fig. 5, the slow component is stron

and appears earlier in time when the plasma is produce
the second harmonic radiation. This behavior is consis
with the initial OFI plasma temperatures. As it follows fro
Sec. II of our paper, the average temperatures of the
electrons in He plasmas are.150 eV for the circular polar-
ization,.40 eV for the linear polarization, and.10 eV for
the second harmonic. In the last case the expansion of
OFI plasma channel starts from the lowest temperat

FIG. 6. Dependences of the time delay between the slow
fast components on the He backing pressure for Lyman-b radiation.
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Therefore, cooling to the electron temperatures of<1 eV,
which are necessary for the efficient three-body recomb
tion of He21 ions, occurs faster.

The cylindrical OFI plasma column expands in the am
ent gas injected by a pulsed nozzle. This expansion is acc
panied by the formation of a strong shock wave propaga
into the ambient gas. Adapting a strong shock explos
model@18#, the radius of the plasma channelR and the elec-
tron temperatureTe can be estimated from

dR

dt
5AZTe

Mi
5v0

r 0

R
, Te5T0~r 0 /R!2, ~10!

where r 0 is the initial plasma radius (r 0.20 mm in our
case!, T0 is the initial average temperature of the OFI ele
trons, andv05AZT0 /Mi is the initial speed of sound (Z and
Mi are the ion charge and mass!. From Eqs.~10! it follows
that

R5r 0S 11
2v0t

r 0
D 1/2

.A2v0r 0t, Te.T0S r 0

2v0t D ,

~11!

and that the rate of the plasma expansion decreases with
asdR/dt;t21/2. Using the average temperatures of the O
electrons given above and the measured values of the
delay for the slow component~see Fig. 5!, electron tempera-
tures corresponding to the three recombination peaks sh
in Fig. 5 can be obtainedTe.0.320.4 eV.

The time delay between the slow and fast compone
reduces with the He backing pressure, since the three-b
recombination rate rapidly increases (;Ne

2) with the elec-
tron density. This is illustrated in Fig. 6 for the Lyman-b
line.

Due to the different density dependences of the excita
and recombination components the ratio between th
R~fast/slow!, decreases with the backing pressure; see Fig
In this figure the data obtained with 60 mJ linearly polariz
laser pulses at the fundamental frequency are shown. At
backing pressures the fast component signal dominates
spectrum and the slow component gradually disappears.

In Fig. 8 relative populations of the He1 excited states
corresponding to the fast~a! and slow~b! component signals

d

w
re.

ed
FIG. 7. The ratio between the fast and slo
components as a function of the backing pressu
Plasma is produced by 60 mJ linearly polariz
laser pulses at the fundamental frequency.
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57 7143OPTICALLY FIELD-IONIZED He PLASMAS
recorded at a 250 mbar backing pressure are shown. T
populations are calculated using the following express
Nf ,s(n);Sf ,s /(An,1gn), where Sf ,s is the observed signal
An,1 is the radiative decay probability from the level with th
main quantum numbern to the ground state, andgn52n2 is
the statistical weight of this level. It is well known that th
electron impact excitation from the ground state of hyd
genlike ions is not able to invert populations of the excit
states. Therefore, in the fast~excitation! component no popu
lation inversion is observed. Population inversion arises
the cold plasma due to the three-body recombination. T
can be seen in Fig. 8~b!, which shows that during the three
body recombination stage~slow component! the population
inversion is produced on the 3-2, Balmer-a transition. The
population inversion is bigger when the plasma is produ
by the second harmonic radiation. In this case cooling
faster and the three-body recombination starts at higher e
tron densities. For the circular polarization, in opposite, co
ing and plasma expansion occurs longer. The three-body
combination starts at lower electron densities and
collisional relaxation between the excited states is weake
this case a small population inversion can also be obse
on the 4-2 transition.

To investigate the possibility of amplification on th
Balmer-a transition (l5164 nm! the experimental setup
shown in Fig. 1~b! is used. Gain measurements are p
formed with the gas jet nozzle having six output holes. T
length is varied with a mechanical shutter. Due to this
distance between the laser beam focus and the nozzle su
has to be larger than in the previous experiments. Theref
to obtain the same particle densities with the new setup
backing pressure should be larger.

The variation of the fast and slow component signals w
the plasma length is shown in Fig. 9. As can be seen, the

FIG. 8. Relative populations of the excited states of He1 ions at
a backing pressure of 250 mbar:~a! populations corresponding t
the fast~excitation! and ~b! slow ~recombination! components.
se
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FIG. 9. Variation of the fast and slow component signals w
the plasma length at a He backing pressure of 900 mbar. Plasm
produced by 100 mJ linearly polarized laser pulses at the fundam
tal frequency.

FIG. 10. Dependence of the slow component signal on
plasma length at a He backing pressure of 900 mbar. The plas
are produced by linearly polarized fundamental~a! and second har-
monic ~b! laser radiation.
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component signal grows linearly with the plasma leng
whereas the intensity of the slow component increases e
nentially. By fitting these data to the Linford formula@19#, a
gain coefficient of 8 cm21 is obtained. The gain coefficient i
higher (.12 cm21) when the plasma is created by the se
ond harmonic radiation. Corresponding measurements ar
lustrated in Fig. 10. Optimum conditions for amplification o
the Balmer-a transition occur at the electron densities
Ne.(0.321)31016 cm23 @20#. These densities are pro
duced due to the cylindrical expansion of the OFI plas
channels. The estimated electron temperatures~see above!
are in the range of 0.320.4 eV.

The recombining OFI plasmas are usually considered
good candidates for the realization of soft-x-ray lasers to
ion ground state. Unfortunately, a direct solution of th
problem appears difficult due to relatively high OFI electr
temperatures. One of the possibilities, which is demonstra
above, is to use excited states for the development of fu
OFI soft-x-ray lasers. In this case, a rapid cooling of a n
row plasma channel produced in an intense laser field co
provide necessary conditions for lasing.

V. CONCLUSION

Time-resolved investigations of He plasmas produced
optical field ionization in an intense laser field have be
performed. The nature of the observed fast and slow H1

line emission components has been studied. Our experim
tal results allow one to conclude that these emission com
nents originate due to electron impact excitation and thr
body recombination, respectively. By varying the las
frequency and polarization, the OFI plasma temperature
the intensities of the fast and slow line emission compone
can be manipulated. To the best of our knowledge, amp
cation on the Balmer-a transition (l5164 nm! of He1 ions
has been demonstrated for the first time. These results
important for a better understanding of the OFI plasma pr
erties and the development of future soft-x-ray lasers.
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APPENDIX: WHY THE BARRIER-SUPPRESSION
MODEL WORKS SO WELL

The barrier-suppression ionization~BSI! model provides
surprisingly good estimates of the ion appearance intens
@11#. Predictions of this model are in a good agreement w
experimental results and tunnel-ionization theory@12,21#.
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Why is it so? The answer to this question is given below
As follows from the BSI model the atomic electron ca

freely escape from the Coulomb potential when the la
field strength reaches the critical valueF5Z3/16n* 4. Here
atomic units are used andn* 5Z(R/Ei)

1/2 is the effective
quantum number. It is remarkable that the same expres
for the critical field strength can be obtained from the tunn
ionization theory.

The probability of tunnel ionization in an intense las
field ~for an electron state with a magnetic quantum num
m50) is given by@12,21#

W5va

~2l 11!

8p

F

Z
PS 4eZ3

n* 4F
D 2n*

expS 2
2Z3

3n* 3F
D ,

~A1!

whereva54.131016 s21 is the atomic frequency,l is the
orbital quantum number,F is the laser field amplitude in
atomic units,P is a polarization dependent factor@P51 for
a circular polarization andP5(3Fn* 3/pZ3)1/2 for a linear
polarization due to the averaging over a laser field perio#.
Since the exponential dependence on the laser field stre
in Eq. ~A1! is determined by the factor

expH 2n* F lnS 4eZ3

n* 4F
D 2

Z3

3n* 4F
G J ,

it is clear that the tunnel ionization rate becomes apprecia
~independent ofn* ) when the condition

lnS 4eZ3

n* 4F
D 2

Z3

3n* 4F
50 ~A2!

is fulfilled. The solution of the above equation is given b
F5AZ3/n* 4, whereA51/15.34. This value is very close t
the prediction of the BSI model,A51/16.

In the BSI model the ionization threshold is determin
by the electric field amplitude, therefore for a circularly p
larized laser field the ion appearance intensity is two tim
larger as compared to a linear polarization case@22#. We
arrive at the same conclusion, if we consider only the ex
nential dependence of the tunnel ionization probability. Ta
ing the pre-exponential factor into account which is larg
for the circular polarization, we obtain the corrected value
the ion appearance intensityI Z

c.1.5I Z
l 563109Ei

4/Z2. This
expression differs by a factor of 1.5 from the linear polariz
tion case, which is in a good agreement with the experim
tal observations@22#. Thus, the success of the barrie
suppression model is not fortuitous; it is a signature of
optical field ionization in the tunneling regime.
e,
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